Team tab introduces tab - a revolutionary expandable bag

Piedmont, CA, December 1, 2016 - Team tab is announcing the upcoming release of tab - the adjustable bag. Tab is an expandable bag that uses an innovative adjustment system which allows it to instantly transition between its different size configurations. With this incredible versatility, tab aims to be the only bag anyone will ever need.

Tab can be easily adjusted anytime, anywhere and grow up to double in size. It has three different size configurations - 31lt (everyday), 46lt (weekend), and 62lt (travel), making it extremely versatile. Tab's key feature is its unique "Tuck and Cinch" adjustment mechanism which is surprisingly simple and easy to use, allowing tab to grow or shrink in mere seconds.

Tab can be carried in multiple ways such as hand held, sling, shoulder carry and backpack, adding to its versatility and making it incredibly user friendly. Additionally, it has all the essentials of a good multi-use bag such as being extremely lightweight, durable, water resistant and having multiple pockets for accessibility and safety.

"Everybody I know uses multiple bags which they alternate through on different occasions. This is time consuming, annoying, and often results in misplaced items," said Max Luett, partner at tab. "With tab we've created a bag that gets rid of the need to use multiple bags, making it the only bag and the last bag anyone will ever need. Additionally, for those on the go who often find themselves needing more space, with tab they'll always have more space at their immediate disposal."

Tab will be available in Q2 2017 for 119 USD. For more information visit www.t-a-bag.com.
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